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Australia chose a rather round about, and dangerous way, of getting to the finals of the FIFA
World Cup. Qualifying by playing a South or Central American opponent has its pitfalls, the
most memorable being Argentina at the Allianz Stadium in 1993. On that occasion, the
valiant Australians went down, if  only just,  losing the return leg in Buenos Aires after
drawing in Sydney.

The Honduran side could not boast players of the ilk of Argentina, but they did have the
element of anonymity and surprise. Their coach, Jorge Luis Pinto, was in a conservative
frame of mind, attempting to asphyxiate play in the middle of the park. The hostilities at San
Pedro Sula would also have benefited.

As matters transpired, the Australians managed to hold their own in the first away leg. With
Honduras failing to squeeze anything into the Australian net at home, it was left to the
Socceroos to do the rest in Australia, scoring three times, twice from penalties.

Luck was finally on the side of a team scolded and berated for stretches of the campaign.
Their previous encounter with an unfancied Syria drew barbs of criticism. But after 22
games played over 29 months, Australia had booked its place in the 2018 World Cup in
Russia, a point that took time to settle among the seventy thousand in attendance.

Seeing the Australians qualify belied a gruelling struggle and a campaign of hostility against
the
Australian coach, Ange Postecoglou. Last month, a swirling question mark hovered over his
future. Was his head on the chopping block? Had he, in fact, put it there himself?

“My focus,” he felt compelled to say in rather fatalistic fashion, “is these two
games. If we don’t get through these two games, there’s no decision to make.
That’s the one certainty.”

Australian fortune could be contrasted with violent sharpness of the fate of Italy. To not see
the Azzurri  reach the World Cup or the first time since 1958 was seismic, even unsettling.
Not that Australian fans would have minded. Many still remember the encounter in round 16
of the 2006 World Cup, when Australia’s Lucas Neill tripped Italy’s Fabio Grosso in the Fritz
Walter Stadium in Kaiserslautern. The resulting penalty was the only goal scored in the
match. Italy would go on to win their fourth World Cup.

As Grosso would subsequently say,
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“In this instance when Neill slid in, maybe I accentuated it a little bit. However,
you must remember it was the last minute of an extremely difficult game and
everyone was tired.”[1]

Australian fans were less forgiving about the showmanship: Grosso, so went the line, had
cheated.

Before the spectators of the San Siro in Milan, Sweden managed to hold the Italians to a
scoreless draw, winning by an aggregate of one goal over both legs. The Swedish side had
effectively done what so many Italian sides have done before: defend their way to victory.

La Gazetta dello Sport went so far as to term the failure “the apocalypse”.

“We will not be with you and you will not be with us. Italy will not participate in
the World Cup. There will be inevitable consequences.”

The most immediate consequence was the fate of Italy’s coach, Gian Piero Ventura, who
seemed fairly phlegmatic about the axeman.

“Until  the playoff we were progressing as foreseen,  then we’ve been unlucky
not to score against them. I apologize to the Italians. Only for the result, not for
the effort we put in every game.”

It was certainly an effort that prompted questions. At home, the Italians could only muster a
one  all  draw  against  Macedonia.  In  UEFA  World  Cup  qualifying  Group  G,  it  finished  five
points  behind  group  winners  Spain,  pitting  them  against  the  Swedes.

Ventura did not have long to wait for his fate.

“During  a  meeting  called  by  FIGC  president  Carlo  Tevecchio,”  came  a
statement on Wednesday from the FIGC, “the failure to qualify for the 2018
World Cup in Russia was discussed.”

Rather brutally, the note goes on to mention the “first order of business” with finality: “from
today onwards, Gian Piero Ventura is no longer coach of the national team.”[2] Ventura’s
initial reluctance to resign, rather than face the sack, seemed to have been prompted by
false hope, if not a total lack of awareness.

Oddly  enough,  his  counterpart  in  Australia  will  not  necessarily  be faring much better.
Postecoglou has never felt supported in his role in Australian football, and has his eye on an
international football club. Australian football, he feels, has yet to discover self-respect.

Sweden’s Janne Andersson,  in contrast,  will  be merrily  preparing for  their  campaign in
Russia.  For  football  boffins of  a  slightly  superstitious  bent,  the  occasion  of  Sweden’s  most
successful World Cup was the very same tournament Italy failed to qualify for: 1958.
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Notes

[1] http://www.theroar.com.au/2010/04/18/australians-need-to-get-over-the-italian-dive-of-2006/

[2] http://www.goal.com/en-au/news/ventura-sacked-from-italy-post-after-world-cup-qualifying/1acf6bpp
0wuzv11o2ss77tgowq

Featured image is from FIFA.com.
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